Miniaturization of Real-Time PCR by Labcyte Echo550 and Roche LightCycler 480

**Echo550 Acoustic Liquid Handler**
- Accurate, precise and efficient automatic transfer of reagent and sample to PCR plate
- No cross-contamination
- Non-contact transfer without use of pipette tips
- Eliminate pipetting variances and sample/reagent loss on tips
- Simple workflow and reduce effort in reaction plate preparation

**LC480 qPCR System**
- High throughput profiling of multiple genes/samples in 384 wells format
- Less inter-assay errors
- Reaction volume down to 2μl or lower
- Reduce sample input and reagent cost
- Short program run time by high ramp rate
- Advanced design enables unparalleled well-to-well homogeneity
- Generate data of high quality

Training Workshop
Registration Required
10 sessions from 3rd August 2018
L6-03, Laboratory Block, 21 Sassoon Road
All are Welcome!